Founded by former corporate lawyer and avid skier Ian Barrie, we
pride ourself in providing a professional approach with a personal
touch. Enjoy Glacius' independence as we provide honest advice
regarding accommodation, ski schools, childcare, restaurants and
all other aspects of your alpine break. Further, enjoy the burden
being lifted from your shoulders as we take care of all bookings
with rigorous attention to detail. From the initial consultancy until
your safe return home, we aim to ensure that every requirement is
not just seamlessly met but often exceeded.
With a deep understanding of corporate culture, we understand
what it takes to wow clients, thank customers or to bond a team.
In partnership with leading in-resort operators, Glacius is placed
to deliver a trip like no other.

About Glacius Travel

Glacius Travel is an independent ski
travel specialist with a very simple raison
d’etre - to provide unrivalled bespoke
winter breaks to individuals, groups and
corporates worldwide.

This allows us to place you and your party in the most
appropriate resort, leaving nothing to chance. Of course, if you
have a specific resort in mind which does not feature in Glacius’
portfolio, we would be delighted to research this and present
options for your consideration.
Our favourite resorts and a few words about each are set out in
our website: www.glaciustravel.com
We look forward to placing you somewhere very special.

Resorts

We at Glacius Travel have chosen
selected resorts in Switzerland, Austria,
France and Italy; each resort offering a
special 'something'.

Individuals
Whether you choose the slopes for a sole winter adventure, to meet new people, have a
romantic break or for a family holiday full of action, great food and endless fun, Glacius
Travel has options to fit a range of budgets and requirements. We pride ourselves in
expert analysis of your needs and a professional approach from the outset, and with a
carefully chosen, ever-growing portfolio we are confident that you will be well looked
after from our initial consultancy until your safe flight home.

Groups
It is our view that a ski and snowboard holiday has an added dimension when taken as
a group. According to your requirements, Glacius Travel will place your party in what we
believe to be the ideal surroundings. Flights, resort choice and accommodation will be
carefully considered, with a range of options being presented to the group before any
decision is made. Whatever the occasion, the perfect combination of luxury, relaxation,
après and skiing will be the end result.

Corporates
Glacius Travel is a natural choice for corporates. We have a deep understanding of
corporate culture at the highest level and know what it takes to provide a seamless trip,
whether it be a client “thank you” or an internal trip with your colleagues where the skis
are on and phones are off. We partner with a number of leading hotels and other high
end providers throughout the Alps so that anything from conference facilities to a 5 star
helipicnic on the piste can be arranged with ease. Waste no time and drop Glacius a line
to start planning your corporate break.

Planning your trip

Planning your next winter break could
not be easier. Our flexible approach
ensures every aspect of your trip is
tailored to your exact requirements.

Independent ski travel specialists, providing personally-tailored winter breaks
to groups, corporates and individuals worldwide.
www.glaciustravel.com
T: +44 (0) 141 244 0164
E: info@glaciustravel.com
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